NEW SAINT VALENTINE'S DAY PHOTO FRAMES TO EXPRESS YOUR LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP!

February 16, 2016 — AKVIS announces the release of the new frame collection "Saint Valentine
Pack II", 100 exciting frame designs of excellent quality, for use with AKVIS Frames and AKVIS
ArtSuite.
The brand new frame collection Saint Valentine Pack II by AKVIS includes 100 ready to use high
quality frames, absolutely affectionate designs, with all things related to St. Valentine's Day.
The AKVIS Valentine's frames are delicious, fun and easy to use. The set offers you a wide variety of
lovely designs: some are decorated with flowers, hearts, sweets, handmade staff, some in cartoon
style, with birds and cats, some are heart shaped… You'll certainly find the best variant for your
needs! Surprise your loved ones!
Show your feelings not only once a year! The frames are perfect for wedding invitations and
greetings, for creating a romantic mood or making truly unique picture collections. The preview
images of the new frames are available on the web-site.
This new product continues and complements the first set of the Valentine's frames. You can use
both packs or choose from them.
AKVIS offer a wide range of the themed packs: special event sets, four seasons sets, and many
others. These themed collections are intended for those who are interested in super quality photo
decorations. The ready to use picture frames save you time and efforts and grant professional
quality results.
The AKVIS frame packs can only be used with AKVIS Frames Free (available free of charge)
and AKVIS ArtSuite (10-day free trial download).
All AKVIS products run on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.6-10.11.
The price of the new product Saint Valentine Pack II is $17.

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of image processing software. Since the company's
launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products for Windows and Mac OS X.

AKVIS Frames: akvis.com/en/frames/
Frame Packs: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/

akvis.com/en/frame-packs/valentine2-pack.php

